Critique
Johnson's paper contains fo ur assumptions which deserve further attention, especially in the context of ethnic minorities. These four assu mptions are both obvious and at the root of the et hical problems: 1) Minorities need services; 2) services are to be provided by the do minant group; 3) the providing of services must be eval uated for cost-effect iveness; and 4) the evaluators are more likely to come from the dominant group than the minority group and hence be more powerful than those being evaluated. This, then, leads to the basic problem addressed by Johnson: How can this evaluation process occur such that the rights and privileges of the minority are protected? Phrased another way, how can this process occur without the dominant group using its power over the mi nority group?
Johnson notes, I think correctly, that the ethical problems arise beca use of the politics of providing and evaluating services, and there is no easy, all-purpose solution. Thus, Johnson suggests that within the existing power structure the evaluators, whenever possible and feasible, give those being evaluated a bit more power: informed consent, pa rticipation in the decision making, etc. She acknowledges, however, that such attemp ts will only be pa rtly successful. One cannot evaluate another and also pr otect fully the other's rights and pr ivileges.
A rather radical but straightforward solution to these probl ems would be to give minorities po wer. If a group has po wer it can no longer be called a "minority" group, it would not need special services, there would be no dominant group to supply such services . and if evaluations were needed the group could eval uate itself (a s, fo r example, is done in the U.S. Senate or at any university).
Unfortunately, dominant groups attempt to retain their po wer; they do not give it away. Unless a revolution occurs there will continue to be minority groups who will need and want services, the pr oviders of such services will demand that they be provided in a cost-effective manner, evaluation will occur. and ethical problems wi ll remain.
Another solution would be to change the focus of evaluation research. Specifically. evaluation researc hers might evaluate the more po werful, dominant grou p instead of the victims of p ower abuse. The evaluators might consider some of the following questions: What is it that dominant groups do that leads to ethnic minorities needing services? How effective would various changes in laws, institutions, and communication networks be in alleviatin g a minority group's need for special services? Such research wo uld eva luate the source of the problem rather than their manifestati ons : it would seek to cure the disease rather than temporarily reduce the sy mptoms.
Essentially. I am suggesting that evaluation researchers, working as t hey now do for the dominant group, can not overcome the ethica l pr oblems inherent in evaluation research. It is wort hy to try to minimize them, as Johnson suggests, but they will remain as long as a do minant group and a minority group exist. Perhaps the most effective solution would be for evaluation researchers to work fo r the minority group in their study of the dominant group. Of cours e, there would be not funding for such research, and ethical problems wo uld remain. but these ethical problems would be po ssessed by the po wer holders who. after all. ca used the problem.
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